Ford e 150 interior

The recently redesigned Ford F wasn't just gussied up, it's 92 percent new, inside and out
â€”and Ford went to great lengths to make the interior more comfortable and workable than
ever before. Of course, that also applies to Ford's most hardcore F, the brand new Ford Raptor.
Many of the interior improvements that Ford made to the standard F carry over to the Raptor,
but much is new. That means buyers will still get the fold out center console that doubles as a
sort of mini desk and the fully customizable inch digital gauge cluster comes as standard. There
are one or two things that are missing, however. The fold flat seats, for example, won't be
available on the Raptor. Because instead of regular chairs, Ford's newest off-roader gets
heavily bolstered leather seats with fabric-covered foam side bolsters to keep you in place while
you race around the desert. You can have the base Raptor's interior in any color you want, as
long as it's black with gray accent stitching. Step up to the Raptor's "high series" interior and
you get suede accents on the seats instead of regular fabric, or optional Recaros. The high
series interior gets decked out in either carbon fiber or a coined aluminum accents. High series
interiors also only get one color optionâ€”all black with bronze stitching. Top spec Raptors with
the optional inch tire package will get a set of Recaros in blue leather with orange accent
stitching. The center console and the top of the dashboard can also be had in blue. The
aforementioned carbon fiber or coined aluminum accents are also available on the Raptor Other
thoughtful touches include a set of six auxiliary switches on the overhead console, four USB
charging ports two up front and two in the back , Sync 4, a degree view camera, and available
over-the-air updates to keep software and maps as up to date as possible. A Ford representative
told us that while the Raptor won't have the Bronco's neat trail maps off-road navigation feature
at launch , that could come later in an OTA update. Clearly a lot of work went into making the
new Raptor's interior as sweet as possible. Now all we have to do is test just how well those
Recaros hold you in place while jumping the thing. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Here's what changes, and doesn't, for the Raptor. Nick Yekikian Author. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. The Ford F is here, and based on specs alone, the new full-size truck looks
impressive. Ford says the new F is the safest, most advanced, and most powerful pickup the
company has ever built, touting a laundry list of options and features never offered before. But
while there are major changes to the exterior and under the hood, the inside of the F still
impresses. Some of the interior highlights include two new touchscreens, three available digital
instrument clusters, and for the first time as an option, Ford's entire Co-Pilot safety suite.
Combined with new materials, unique colors and patterns, and a few subtle Easter eggs, the
new F's interior sounds like a very nice place to be. Updates to the exterior of the Ford F are
subtle, but inside this truck is totally new. Ford highlights a unique mix of fresh materials,
colors, and patterns designed to give the cabin a modern, upscale look. And that new luxurious
appearance is obvious by checking out at the center stack. The F sports two new touchscreens
up top which you can read about further down , each accented by a nice silver surround and a
streamlined arrangement of buttons and dials beneath it. Nicer materials adorn the dash, door
panels, and center console â€” leather or soft-touch plastic, depending on which trim you
choose. Leather seating is standard on Lariat and above, and there are three color combos for
that model, two for Platinum, two for King Ranch, and one for Limited. Ford hasn't released all
of the available leather and palette options, but we know for sure that the Lariat Sport model
gets a unique burgundy interior finish, which is brand-new for Ford packed plenty of features
into the cabin of its latest truck. One of the most talked-about options even before it debuted is
what Ford calls "Max Recline" seats. Available on the King Ranch, Platinum, and Limited
models, Max Recline folds the two front seats flat to nearly degrees, with the bottom cushion
rising up to meet the back cushion, and the upper back support rotating forward up to 10
degrees. You can essentially turn your truck into a temporary sleeper. Another unique feature is
the gear shift lever itself, which folds flat to make room for a collapsable table called Work
Surface, which extends out from the center console. There are a few Easter eggs as well, like an
American flag emblem on the outer air vent near each door and, on the Limited model, a new
badge on the center console with the vehicle's VIN number, updated from last year. Also brand
new for is ProPower Onboard generator, which allows owners to power a handful of electrical
appliances via plugs in the bed. ProPower is available in three different capacities: 2. The two
standard setups come with twin volt outlets, while the 7. Even though the F is heavily updated,
virtually all of the same interior and cargo figures from the previous model carry over. Things
like headroom, legroom, shoulder room, hip room, and cargo capacities remain unchanged from
last year. One of the only numbers that sees improvement is the width between wheelhouses;
on the F that figure is And most of those numbers remain the same because the F really hasn't
grown much externally â€” it's only marginally larger and in some cases, smaller than the
outgoing model across the board. The Ford F comes standard with an 8. The new standard
touchscreen is actually twice the size of the one found in the model and runs the latest Sync 4

infotainment, which includes Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, AppLink, and over-the-air updates.
Also standard is the downloadable FordPass Connect app, which lets users lock and unlock
their vehicle, check their vehicle's status, and schedule remote start times â€” all from their
smartphone. The new F also has an optional The latter digital cluster replaces the base analog
gauges entirely. There are two optional speaker setups, as well. Both of those speaker options
do cost extra. In terms of safety, the F comes standard with forward collision warning,
automatic emergency braking with pedestrian detection, automatic high-beam assist, and a
rearview camera with dynamic hitch support. Co-Pilot includes a bevy of features: parking
assist, blind spot monitoring with cross-traffic alert and trailer coverage, distance alert, evasive
steering assist, adaptive cruise control with stop-and-go, lane keep assist, lane centering,
speed sign recognition, post-collision braking, trailer backup assist, trailer reverse guidance,
and reverse braking assist. Unfortunately, Ford doesn't tell us how much it all costs yet. Home
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all-electric F pickup yet again Thursday during the debut of its E-Transit electric commercial
van. Appearing alongside the aforementioned van and Ford's Mustang Mach-E electric
crossover , the F prototype hints at just how close Ford is to pushing into full electrification of
its core model, and this time it's sporting aggressive rubber and some other off-road goodies.
The teaser image doesn't really show us anything we don't already know; in fact, we've seen a
very similar prototype previously. But this one is notably missing the aero-friendly front air
dam, which has been conspicuously replaced by a skid plate. On top of that, it's wearing some
knobby BFG all-terrain tires. Combined, these lead us to suspect that Ford is hinting at the
all-electric F being offered with some off-road accoutrements. While the smart money would be
on an FX4-like package, there's always the possibility that Ford will give the electric F the full
Tremor treatment. Apart from that, there's really nothing new to learn from this teaser. That
said, the release of the E-Transit does give us some hints at what Ford has in store for its
electrified utility vehicles. Like the F, which is already in production, the E-Transit can be
equipped with Ford's new Pro Power Onboard accessory power system, which leads us to
believe that the all-electric F will also be offered with that feature. There's a catch, however. On
the E-Transit, it is limited to just 2. Just this week, we learned that the hybrid F has been
EPA-rated at 24 mpg combined That makes it just as all-around efficient as the F diesel, though
the latter fares worse in town 21 mpg but better on the highway 29 mpg. The diesel isn't as
powerful, though, making horsepower and pound-feet of torque. We expect the all-electric F will
offer both more power and torque than the diesel and perhaps even the hybrid, though that
remains to be seen. With the arrival of E-Transit, we also know what Ford's heavy-duty electric
motors are capable of. The single-motor van produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque.
Conservatively, such a configuration could theoretically produce more than hp and lb-ft of
torque, which certainly wouldn't be outrageous for a higher-end F, especially when you
consider that the PowerBoost hybrid makes hp and lb-ft. The biggest remaining wild card is
range. The E-Transit's kilowatt-hour battery pack yields miles of total range, which is likely
plenty for urban delivery applications, but that's simply not going to cut the mustard for pickup
buyers. With Ford claiming to be on-track to deliver the electric F by , we have to imagine it
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enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. But stepping inside the full-size pickup , Ford is
promising more comfort, technology and functionality than ever before, along with better
materials, increased cabin storage solutions, and more colours choices when the F goes on

sale in Fall All variants will come with a fully digital gauge cluster, with base models offering an
8-inch Ford SYNC 4 multimedia interface with over-the-air updates. An all-new inch screen â€”
similar to what Ram offers â€” will be available for higher trim levels. However, Ford preferred
opting for a landscape-like screen setup to leave space for physical redundant buttons. The
surface is ideal for placing a laptop or grabbing your lunch on the road. There you have it, a
quick look at the next-generation F cabin sporting a much improved interior. Granted, the
previous generation models were equally as impressive, but the kicker here is the addition of
new and improved technologies, such as the new SYNC 4 replacing outgoing SYNC 3. Overall,
Ford is clearly listening to its customers when revamping interior features. The only challenge
now for the reigning full-size champ is with competing trucks like the GMC Sierra and Ram
stepping up their interior game as well, can the new F still hold down that top spot? First
full-size pickup with standard over-the-air updates in North America. SYNC 4 is standard and
twice as fast as before. TractionLife is about hitting the road and enjoying life. We speak to new
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redesigned with more comfort, technology and functionality for truck customers along with
more premium materials, more color choices and more storage. Shown here is the interior of
the all-new F Limited. Ford Ford F Below, a quick front cabin comparison between the new F
interior and outgoing model:. Available Pro Trailer Backup Assist makes backing up a trailer as
easy as turning a knob; the feature continues in the all-new F and it is the only light-duty
full-size pickup with this feature. The all-new F features and an available stowable shifter that
easily folds into the center console of the all-new F with the push of a button and allows full
access to the large Interior Work Surface when in park. Easily accessed flat load floor in the
back of F crew cabs allows customers to carry large items inside the cab. Available 7. The
all-new F features more exportable power than any light-duty full-size pickup, giving you the
ability to use your truck as a mobile generator. It is available with three levels of electrical
output depending on engine choice. All-new F with available Pro Po
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wer Onboard, standard clamp pockets so customers can hold materials down for precision
work, standard cleats mounted to the sides of the tailgate to act as tie-down locations for
extra-long items in the bed and available Tailgate Work Surface including integrated rulers, a
mobile device holder, cupholder and pencil holder. News Editor Bringing the latest news
including release dates, pricing announcements, product updates. With some glossy concepts
and special edition rides in the mix. With bold looks, ample cargo and a premium interior, Kia's
new 8-passenger hauler is what families need right now. Read more. A new player in a field of
legends, does Harley's new Pan America sport the right specs to compete? The Mustang Mach
1 is set to arrive spring , but Ford's design team made 3 changes. Coupled with a new wheel
package for better handling. Mitsubishi's largest SUV gains a long-overdue redesign. Subscribe
to our Weekly Newsletter for the latest. Every Thursday. Sign up. Trending Now.

